
Managed 
Cybersecurity



The Comprehensive
Protection Strategy

To be prepared is half the victory
– but how to prepare?

Organisations rarely have access
to the technical expertise to
identify their own cybersecurity
vulnerabilities – and facing the
shifting threats of the 2020s,
need a more coordinated
strategy for their own defence.

Managed Cybersecurity Plans
from Lineal provide a package of
best-practice countermeasures
to safeguard systems, data and
staff from harm.

Lineal ensure an overarching
ethos of cybersecurity – investing
understanding, foresight and
care into your technology.

Endpoint Detection & Response

Email Security

Application Control

Password Management

Phishing Simulation

Managed Detection & Response

Cybersecurity Training

Managed Security Op. Centre
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Firewalls

Zero-Trust Network Access

Cyber Essentials





Email Security, Backup 
& Compliance

User endpoint devices
will often be the first
point of contact with a
digital threat – and
endpoint detection &
response (EDR) measures
are the vital first line of
defence that give you
time to react and
respond.

Endpoint Detection & 
Response (EDR)

Far beyond traditional
antivirus software, EDR
not only detects known
threats identified
elsewhere, but triggers
for suspicious processes
and can often catch even
new ransomware strains
never before seen in the
wild.

As one of the most
common threat vectors
for cyber attacks, email
protection should be at
the core of your
cybersecurity strategy –
defending against
phishing scams, harmful
malware, fraudulent
impersonation and other
email-based dangers.

Email security includes
the real-time scanning
and filtering of
suspicious links and
attachments – or can be
extended to AI-based
inbox monitoring,
automated backup and
e-discovery tools – to
secure the most essential
of inboxes.

of UK businesses say they have been attacked via phishing email.
Source: ‘Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2021’, Ipsos Mori, on behalf of the UK Gov. DDCMS, (2021).



Password 
Management

Application 
Control

Application control takes
the zero-trust ethos and
applies it more directly:
using an agent software
on each user’s endpoint
device to ‘allow-list’ only
those software processes
that are explicitly
permitted – a strong
defence against
ransomware and other
dangerous programs.

Ringfencing in this way
keeps unrecognised
code isolated – ensuring
each PC and laptop
helps defend your wider
organisation. Application
control also helps satisfy
more specialist industry
compliance standards
(including ISO, NIST,
HIPAA and many more.)

Password management
makes it easier for your
team to use unique,
encrypted and complex
passwords – making it
hard for cybercriminals
to breach multiple
business accounts with
stolen identities – and
notifying you where login
credentials are at risk.

Both your private and
shared vaults are
conveniently available
across web, desktop and
mobile – secured with
256-bit AES encryption
keys, integration with
Active Directory, and
enforced two-factor
authentication enabled
as standard.

Cost of purchasing a copy of ‘Hidden Tear’ tool from the dark web to 
begin extorting others with new ransomware variants.

Source: D. Granger, ‘Karmen Ransomware variant introduced by Russian hacker’, Recorded Future, (2017).





Managed Detection
& Response

Phishing Simulation & 
Awareness Building

For best defence against
phishing, it is important
to routinely raise
awareness among your
own personnel using
harmless practice emails,
generated intelligently
as a training method.

Phishing simulation helps
identify most at-risk staff,
better-focus training
efforts, develop a culture
of continuous learning,
and build a lasting
resilience against email-
based threats.

Managed Detection &
Response (MDR) is a
proactive technique
more common among
enterprise networks.

MDR hunts for the
‘fingerprints’ of intruders
that have gained access
to the network, actively
locking them out and
preventing the theft of
data or information.

Deploying MDR to your
business provides the
early warning systems
and human team ready
to hunt down an intruder,
seek out persistent
threats and constantly
re-evaluate how
vulnerable your network
might be to exploits.

Source: A Nagourney et al, ‘Hawaii Panics After Alert About Incoming Missile is Sent in Error’, The New York Times, 
(13th January, 2018).

Length of time the Hawaii ‘BALLISTIC MISSILE THREAT INBOUND’ emergency alert message 
was believed to be real by many islanders.



Cybersecurity
Training

Don’t forget the human
element – at critical
moments, secure people
are as important as
secure systems. Regular
staff refresher sessions
help your staff to stay
vigilant and recognise
when they encounter a
cybersecurity threat.

Cybersecurity training
can be delivered by us
either virtually, or in-
person, as part of our
Managed Cybersecurity
package - overlapping
with the technical care
and familiar faces of your
Lineal IT support team.

Managed Security 
Operations Centre

A Security Operations
Centre monitors logs
from our other security
platforms and your
internal (or cloud hosted)
devices including
network switches, routers
and servers – and stands
ready 24/7/365 to raise
the alarm & assist with
incident response.

This gives your team
access to a huge reserve
of expertise when most
needed. To better
respond to each incident
and report back, data &
behaviour tracking is also
correlated between all
monitored services to
help identify multi-vector
attacks where a hacker
may have cut across
platforms and locations.

…of employees consider themselves to be an ‘expert’ in IT and digital technology.
Source: ‘Gartner 2021 Digital Worker Experience Survey’, Gartner (2021).





DNS Filtering

Physical Security & 
CCTV

Physical security is
important too – backed
by modern digital tools
that make it easier to
track real-world threats.
A wide range of durable
cameras are available as
a fully cloud-based,
managed service every
bit as configurable as
your digital defences.

The best CCTV and
motion sensor systems
incorporate tamper-
proof design, extensive
archiving, and intelligent
searching tools -
ensuring your physical
security is forensically
searchable.

Underpinning global
internet activity is the
DNS technology used by
billions of devices every
second.

DNS security (or DNS
filtering) stops suspicious
communication with your
company devices and
helps prevent data
exfiltration out of the
network.

DNS traffic is compared
to known relationships
between company
devices and global
internal activity to pre-
empt attacks early. A
lightweight agent on
each workstation means
the same protection can
be applied within the
company network, at
home, or when travelling
internationally.

Number of views for a YouTube unboxing video entitled ’Poundland Dummy CCTV Camera’.
Source: YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0t_rRaGTsg&t=227s (2016) 



Firewalls & 
Perimeter Security 

Penetration
Testing

To prepare you for being
hacked, we put on our
red-team hat – and do
just that. Penetration
testing looks for
exploitable weaknesses,
intercepts data, cracks
password hashes and
more: to report back
actionable points for
improvement.

On our Basic and
Standard plans,
penetration testing
simulates the scenario of
an outside hacker
probing your systems
externally. On our
Advanced plan, testing
extends to incorporate
internal scrutiny.

Between your core
infrastructure and the
public-facing internet
should be the defence of
a firewall that protects
against outside intrusion,
ensures SSL inspection
and prevents data loss.
VPN connectivity helps
secure outside access &
extends company policy
for remote workers.

Best-in-class perimeter
security appliances allow
for convenient remote
management, granular
content filtering, and
ease of ongoing
patching. Truly intuitive
monitoring and detailed
reporting ensures you’ll
always be aware of the
strength of your fortress.

…of exploited vulnerabilities were compromised more than a year 
after the vulnerability was published. 

Source: ‘Verizon 2015 Data Breach Investigations Report’, Verizon (2015).





Cyber Essentials &
Cyber Essentials Plus

Zero-Trust
Network Access

Completing the picture,
Zero Trust Network
Access (ZTNA) provides
a powerful mechanism
for verifying the actions
of every user and visitor
to a network - with their
identity constantly
re-verified in real-time
against a set of strict
conditional access
requirements.

Zero-Trust networks take
nothing for granted: only
permitting access to
applications and
resources based on
contextual rules for
devices, security tests
passed or failed, and a
host of other
background checks – to
ensure each person only
accesses the correct
resources.

Certified by the UK
National Cyber Security
Centre, Cyber Essentials
Plus certification has
become a true baseline
cybersecurity standard,
increasingly expected for
organisations looking to
trade with the public
sector.

Cyber Essentials requires
businesses to meet or
exceed a set of security
requirements each year,
to protect against online
crime and digital threats.

Suitable for all sizes and
sectors, Essentials helps
clearly demonstrate your
commitment, care and
trustworthiness.

Source: ‘Review of Cyber Essentials influence on cyber security attitudes and behaviours in 
UK organisations’, Britain Thinks, on behalf of UK National Cyber Security Centre, (2020).

of UK Cyber Essentials certified organisations report that certification had a positive 
impact on their ability to respond to a recent cyber attack.
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